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• What was NinJo System?
• Working for an operating NinJo: 
• Improving the numerical models visualization 
• Making work easier for forecasters: MYGUI
• Automating aemet products
• NinJo Batch
• NinJo Product Workbench
• NinJo ConfigEditor
• In the near future…
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What is NinJo System?
Meteorological workstation system. Features:
•Multi-window technology
•Layer-based visualisation of different data types
–Surface observations and sounding data
–Numerical Weather Prediction outputs: EPS and deterministics
–Satellite, lightning and Radar data and derived products




•Metograms, cross sections and sounding diagrams
•Technical information




-High degree of configurability
Working for an operational NinJo:
Temperature at 500hPa level
Improving the numerical models visualization
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TFP at 850hPa + SLP 
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Low, Mid and High level cloud cover
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Simplify the way you change the data in a layer.
Avoid system slowdowns.
Making work easier to forecasters: MYGUI
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Configuring  MYGUI files
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Automating AEMET Products
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NinJo Batch
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NinJo Batch
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NinJo Product Workbench
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NinJo Product Workbench
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NinJo Product Workbench
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• Example of Satellite
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• New templates for forecast charts:
• Surface analysis (AS00 and AS12)
• Diagnosis Technical Guide high levels (GTDna00 and
GTDna12)
• Diagnosis Technical Guide low levels (GTDnb00 and
GTDnb12
• Technical Guide Prediction (GTP00 and GTP12)
• Workshop of NinJo´s fronts
• New Products design:
• Animations: radar+satellite+lightning…
• Soundings…
In the near future…
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